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Pumping station control unit

Two models are available: COMMANDER20 and COMMANDER50 to control stations with up to 2
and 5 pumps, respectively

Station control thanks to an alarm system that signals when there is a malfunction and when ordinary
and extraordinary maintenance is required

Connection to 3 different types of probe to optimise control based on the type of liquid

Connection to emergency floats for MIN and MAX levels.
Tank cleaning cycle setting on any pump installed
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COMMANDER is a microprocessor-controlled unit to be integrated in the electric control
panel  to control system operation.

It is easy to use through a menu which guides you step-by-step through setting and selection
of the various functions. The system information can be read on an LCD display and the
keyboard used to set the operating parameters.

For remote monitoring of the station operating status, one or more COMMANDER units can
be graphically and alphanumerically managed by software installed on a remote PC. Using
the same software the status and operating parameters of several units located in the area
can be controlled.

The communication between the PC and the COMMANDER unit may be via:
- local RS232 serial cable  (standard)
- RS485 cable interface (optional)
- GSM modem (optional instead of RS485)

If the GSM module (optional) is installed in the device, COMMANDER sends all the alarm messages via SMS to up to three
different telephone numbers. The software also warns you when the residual credit on the SIM card runs out.

COMMANDER controls pump operation in absolute safety and allows optimising maintenance operations thanks to constant
monitoring of the salient system data.

COMMANDER SOFTWARE is the specific program installed on your PC, which
displays and controls the system status in real-time and allows modifying the
operating parameters
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Technical features

The COMMANDER unit can be connected to a piezocapacitive,
piezoresistive or ultrasound level probe.

For greater safety, COMMANDER also controls two emergency floats
located in the tank in position with the supermaximum level (beyond
which overflow may occur) and the superminimum level (below which
the pumps run dry).
In the event that the probe fails, the emergency floats assure continued
system operation; the COMMANDER unit signals the failure in real-
time by means of an acoustic/visual alarm, a warning on the remote
computer via the  COMMANDER SW and by sending an SMS to the
mobile phone of the maintenance technicians.

The automatic system restart option assures continuity of operation
following a blackout or operator distraction.
On the contrary, a specific option stops the system when maintenance needs to be carried out preventing undesired starting of
the pumps.

The programmable functions for system management  are:
- Draining or Filling based on the signal sent by a probe and on starting and stopping thresholds
- Control of a set of pumps in alternation based on the number of start-ups or the maximum continuous operating

time
- Control of the maximum number of pumps running at any one time to prevent electrical over-absorption
- Activation of an emergency pump  which replaces a faulty pump with another one set by the user
- Start delay between one pump and another to prevent absorption peaks
- Extended operation to aid tank and liquid surface cleaning
- Periodic start-up in the event of lengthy stops, to prevent the pump from jamming
- Pump operation in continuous (S1) or discontinuous mode (S3/S9)

The functions that can be activated for alarm and malfunction management are:
- Pump fault signalling with stopping in the event of a locking fault (water in the mechanical seal tank, water in

the motor compartment, thermal cut-out, over-absorption, timing failure in the power supply, failed pump
starting)

- Warning when the threshold of hours of operation/number of start-ups has been reached for scheduled
maintenance

- Signalling from the auxiliary analog and digital acquisition channels when the set thresholds for each input
channel are exceeded

- Threshold and superminimum/supermaximum float control in the event of failure of the level probe
- Power cut signal
- Thermal overload on the electric control panel (OVERLOAD)
- Warning when the electric panel is opened or intrusion into the station
- Warning when the emergency battery is flat

COMMANDER stores the historical data in  the internal memory or on the PC:
- Total operating time per pump
- Number of start-ups per pump
- Data from the auxiliary channels
- Alarm history broken down by pump and type

The SW COMMANDER  on the PC processes the salient data of each pump, summarising the operating activities on one page.

The COMMANDER unit has 4 analog and 3 digital auxiliary input channels
for connecting sensors or transducers to read the measurable parameters
of the liquids, for example:

- level meters
- flow rate meters
- pH meter
- oxygen meters
- density meters
- ammeters
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Overall dimensions

Functions C20 C50

2-line display

4-line display

Pump status indication on the front panel (on/off/alarm) with LED

Selectable menu language

Control of up to 2 pumps

Control of up to 5 pumps

Supermaximum level control

Superminimum level control

Alternate start-up and extended operation control

Emergency pump control

Alarm for water in the seal tank

Alarm for water in the motor compartment

Pump overheating alarm

Timing failure alarm

Power cut alarm

Thermal overload alarm on the electric panel

Intrusion alarm

9 additional programmable ON/OFF relays driven by the analog inputs

2 additional programmable N.C./N.O. exchange relays

4 analog inputs programmable with intervention thresholds

ON/OFF relay for pump control

Acoustic/visual alarm control relay

Analog level probe input

Digital general pulse counter input

Analog output to replicate the probe signal

LOCAL RS232 serial output

HOST RS485 serial output

GSM module complete with antenna with 3 storable numbers

Standard

Optional

Not available


